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“Things are seldom what they seem. Skim milk masquerades as cream.” This 
couplet from HMS Pinafore lyrically restates a cardinal lesson of the Canon: The 
significance of a set of circumstances is discerned by analyzing pertinent evi-
dence and carefully interpreting its meaning. Holmes stated this principle most 
succinctly when he said: “You see, but you do not observe.” The genius of Sher-
lock Holmes lay in his ability to see the extraordinary in what others saw as or-
dinary and in the conclusions drawn from that distinction. 

“Silver Blaze” contains several examples of this. Even as a horse of a differ-
ent color, Silver Blaze was still the fastest in England and won the Wessex Plate 
though his distinctive markings were hidden from those at the track. In the in-
cident of the dog in the nighttime, Inspector Gregory saw nothing unusual in 
the dog’s silence, but Holmes found a significant clue identifying the abductor 
of the horse. These are well-known examples, but there are others. Silver Blaze’s 
hidden markings are a contextual clue that names his home stable. The etymo-
logical derivation of the name “Colonel Ross” reveals Silver Blaze’s owner to be 
Hugh Lupus Grosvenor, 1st Duke of Westminster. Wayne Swift laid a founda-
tion for our investigation in his analysis of English racing.1 Swift identified Or-
monde, one of Grosvenor’s horses, as the canonical equine. Our analysis 
corroborates Swift’s secondary conclusion, that Grosvenor was Colonel Ross. 

Formally, Grosvenor was “His Grace, the 1st Duke of Westminster, 3rd 
Marquess of Westminster, 4th Earl Grosvenor, 4th Viscount Belgrave, 4th 
Baron Grosvenor of Eaton, and 10th Baronet of Eaton.” The owner of Mayfair 
and other valuable properties in London, he was (correctly) dubbed “the richest 
man in England” by Vanity Fair when it published his caricature in 1870.2

The Grosvenor family began its titled ascent with a baronetcy purchased 
from James I in 1622. In 1761, the family was ennobled with the Barony of 
Grosvenor of Eaton. The next hundred years garnered a viscounty, an earldom, 
and a marquisate for the family’s collection of titles.3 Hugh Grosvenor was born 
in 1825, eldest son of the 2nd Marquess of Westminster. An alumnus of Eton 
and Oxford University, Grosvenor married twice and fathered 15 children. He 
first married Lady Constance Leveson-Gower, daughter of the 2nd Duke of 
Sutherland. After her death, he married Katherine Cavendish.4

Grosvenor fervently practiced noblesse oblige—believing that along with posi-
tion, power, and prestige came civic responsibilities.5 He devoted his life to 
meeting that obligation in a host of public positions. Before ennoblement, while 
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bearing the courtesy title of Earl Grosvenor, he spent 22 years in the House of 
Commons. He also served as Lord-Lieutenant of Cheshire, Her Majesty’s Lieu-
tenant and County Alderman for Cheshire, Justice of the Peace for the County 
of Middlesex, and Lord-Lieutenant of the Administrative County of London.6 
Later in his life, he was appointed Privy Counsellor, aide-de-camp to Queen Vic-
toria, and in 1870, he was created a Knight of the Garter. Of especial note to 
our inquiry was his appointment as Honorary Colonel to the Cheshire (Earl of 
Chester’s) Yeomanry. 

He became the 3rd Marquess of Westminster upon the death of his father 
in 1869. In 1874 he was created Duke of Westminster, receiving the last non-
royal dukedom created in the United Kingdom.7 Prime Minister Gladstone no-
tified him of the honor by writing “My dear Westminster, I have received au-
thority from the Queen to place a dukedom at your disposal and I hope you 
may accept it.”8 It was widely, but incorrectly, held that Grosvenor received the 
dignity of a duke because of his wealth. In truth, the honor stemmed from his 
tenure as president of the Eastern Question Association, a Liberal Party advo-
cacy group. As a good friend to Gladstone, Grosvenor facilitated Gladstone’s 
deft use of the organization to deflect criticism about his domestic policies. He 
recommended that Queen Victoria raise Grosvenor to the highest rank of the 
peerage in return.9

As duke, Grosvenor lived the grand lifestyle associated with that rank. He 
spent lavishly. Most notable was the demolition of Eaton Hall, the family seat in 
Cheshire, and the reconstruction of a fabulous palace with hundreds of rooms 
in the law court Gothic style by Arthur Waterhouse. He greatly expanded Eaton 
Stud, the stables established by Earl Grosvenor in 1762.10 The Duke was an ex-
pert in racing and horse-breeding and was the only owner of two British Triple 
Crown winners:11 Flying Fox and Ormonde.12  

Ormonde, the canonical Silver Blaze, was known as “the horse of the cen-
tury.” In a short but brilliant career, he was unbeaten in sixteen outings over 
three seasons. Eaton Stud bred many great names in racing, notably Sceptre, 
Peregrine, and Bend Or, the sire of Ormonde. Bend Or is our first link to Silver 
Blaze. After the 1880 Epsom Derby win, Bend Or was the object of an unprece-
dented and widely publicized scenario in the history of the turf. A groom from a 
competing stable contested the race claiming that Tadcaster, another horse 
from Eaton Stud who was nearly identical in appearance to Bend Or, had won 
the 1880 Derby while running under Bend Or’s name. The claim was ultimately 
disallowed, but the groom attested to its veracity throughout his life.13  

Uncertain identity of a horse entered into an important race is familiar to 
students of the Canon. When we also discover that Bend Or was well known 
for his distinctive markings—a large white blaze on his face and a white fore fet-
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lock—the association becomes undeniable and suggests that Bend Or might have 
been Silver Blaze. However, Swift’s argument for Ormonde is otherwise so 
sound that we assume Watson used the famous appearance of the sire and the 
notorious incident from his racing career to allude to the stable and its owner 
and not to precisely identify the horse. 

With Eaton Stud named as the home stable of Silver Blaze, Watson em-
ployed a second tactic to identify the owner. The name “Colonel Ross” was not 
chosen randomly. It is a clever etymological puzzle—essentially a verbal rebus—
describing the first Duke of Westminster. “Ross” is an Irish surname derived 
from the Irish Gaelic ros meaning “from the peninsula.”14 The Anglo-Saxon 
homonym ros means “horse.”15 Recall that Grosvenor was Honorary Colonel to 
the Cheshire Yeomanry. Finally, consider that Eaton Hall, the Duke’s country 
seat, is situated in Cheshire on a large peninsula formed by the Rivers Dee and 
Mersey jutting into the Irish Sea and pointing directly toward Ireland. Putting 
these various elements together, we have “a Colonel linked to English horses on 
the ‘Irish peninsula’ of Cheshire.” Surely this describes Hugh Grosvenor as ex-
plicitly as did the letters patent from Queen Victoria conferring the dignity of a 
duke on him.

“Things are seldom what they seem. Skim milk masquerades as cream.” 
Throughout the Canon, Sherlock Holmes speaks to the imperative of ignoring 
that which is immediately apparent to discover truth that lies beyond first im-
pressions. In this spirit, “Silver Blaze” reveals indirect, yet persuasive, clues that 
identify the first Duke of Westminster as the Colonel Ross of the story. The 
markings of Bend Or, the sire of Ormonde (Silver Blaze); the controversy sur-
rounding Bend Or’s 1880 Epsom Derby win; and the curiously appropriate 
etymological ancestry of the name “Ross” all confirm that the name Colonel 
Ross was a canonical pseudonym for the Duke of Westminster.  
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